The Golf Experience Foundation
& Jeremy’s Golf Center
2005 Junior Clubs Prep Tournaments Rules

“Team Tournaments – 4 or more players”

Rules
Each player will have the right to play from any tee box. However, 6, 7 & 8 year olds
will play from the 150 yardage marker. We recommend that players, boys and girls, use
the following guidelines. Scores above 55 (9 holes) or 100 (18 holes) play from the red
tees. Scores below 55 or 100 will play set of tees before the red, color depending upon
facility or any set one might select other than the red tees.

Rules of Play
1. Play the ball as it lies.
2. Players may not have spectators and parents assist in carrying their
bag and equipment, but must walk the golf course. Participants and
their equipment cannot be transported in motorized carts, except
when going to their first hole or when returning from the last hole
played.
3. Pull carts are permitted.
4. Participants may have spectators and parents assist in keeping their
score. All scores need to be recorded on Foundation scorecards.
5. Any player who has taken ten (10) strokes on any hole and has not
holed out, must pick up his/her ball and proceed to the next tee. The
score must be recorded as a ten (10) and does not exclude the
participant from award consideration.
6. Parents and spectators may not interact with the participants, may
help keep score, and may assist in club selection.
7. Upon completion of the round, players must immediately proceed to
the scoreboard area to return their score card to the official scoring
area. Participants are responsible for the correct hole-by-hole
score and two signatures on the scorecard. Or unless scores are
kept by the Foundation.
8. Pace of Play: Participants and spectators must keep up with the
group in front of them at all times.

9. The Golf Experience Foundation or Jeremy’s Golf Center &
Academy Staff will administer official rulings. You will be brought
into a situation ONLY if the staff member of official asks you.
10.When on the course, spectators and players must turn off cell phones
or turn ringers to the silent or vibrate mode. Respect host facility's
policy if cell phones are not allowed.

